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The Nationale ThinkTank Foundation (‘de 

Nationale DenkTank’) was founded in 2005. 

Its goal is to create a critical mass in order 

to influence decisions in a direction that 

will result in progress in Dutch society, by 

presenting an independent vision, thorough 

analyses, and innovative ideas.

To achieve this goal, the foundation appoints 

an annual National ThinkTank, consisting 

of a multidisciplinary team of about twenty 

highly talented PhD or Master students and 

graduates. During a period of four months the 

ThinkTank works on visionary and practical 

solutions for a topical societal issue such as 

education, healthcare, or sustainability. The 

project is facilitated by consultants from 

McKinsey & Company  and sponsored by a 

large number of Dutch universities, private 

companies and public institutions. At the end 

of these four months, the participants become 

members of the foundation’s alumni network, 

a hotbed for new initiatives and future leaders. 

Together with its steadily growing number of 

partners and alimni, the foundation continues 

to strive for social impact and innovation.

The National Think Tank 2018 formulated ten

solutions to accelerate the circular economy. 

These solutions range from small and practical 

to major revisions for the long term. They 

focus on different target groups and sectors 

to include society as widely as possible in 

the proposals: governments, businesses, 

consumers, education, the construction sector 

and the food industry.

About the  National ThinkTank 
Foundation

The annual ThinkTank opens with an intensive 

summer school, allowing the participants to 

freshen up their analytical skills and to acquire 

knowledge on the topic, while engaging with 

experts and the ThinkTank’s partners. During 

the ensuing month, the participants map the 

main bottlenecks regarding the topic, working 

closely with experts within the field who have 

earned their stripes in business, government, 

or the academic world. An intensive one-

week course follows the sixth week, this year 

it was hosted at the Blue City incubator in 

Rotterdam. It prepares the participants for the 

next phase: idea generation, creating solutions 

and workable advice. Two months later, at the 

beginning of December, the final results are 

presented to partners of the foundation and 

representatives from the public, private and 

academic world. Subsequently, if feasible, 

the ideas are implemented either by the 

participants themselves, by partners, or by 

other interested parties. 

The programme



Scope and research question
Every year, the Netherlands emits more than 193 billion kilos of CO2, equivalent to having all world 

citizens drive 170 laps around the world by car. In addition, we produce large quantities of waste: 

12 million garbage trucks per year, of which 80 percent is incinerated. If the whole world were to 

consume like the Netherlands, we would consume 3.7 times the earth in raw materials every year. 

This is an unsustainable system. Therefore, the National ThinkTank 2018 wants to switch over to a 

circular economy. It formulated the following research question:

How do we accelerate the transition towards a circular metropolis in 2030? 

As urbanisation will only increase in the future, 

we focus on the metropolis. In the year 2030, 

60 percent of the world’s population will live in 

cities. We distingished four different functions 

in the metropolis: living, working, consuming 

and eating/drinking.

For our research we articulated and applied 

the following definition of circular economy:

In a circular economy, the consumption 

of raw materials is minimized by retaining 

value, closing cycles through reuse, and/or 

by refusing certain products, components, 

materials or raw materials. Everyone 

participates in a circular economy, where well-

being and personal development are central.

We visited garbage men and a state secretary, 

participated in a two-week vegan challenge, 

stayed in a circular incubator and digged 

deeply into papers and books. Also, we did 

interviews with experts, followed trainings, 

gave workshops and sparked our creativity in 

brainstorming sessions.

The 10 solutions that we have formulated 

depend on 6 principles, that will bring us a step 

closer to the circular economy:

Encourage a feeling of urgency and

mindset-change

Give citizens more influence

Approach transitions in an integral way

Integrate social and ecological values

Close the loops

Change in regulation



SpaCE is an interactive educational program about circular economy 
for kids between the age of 10-12. The program creates awareness 
about the circular economy amongst these kids and provides them 

with the right tools to be circular change agents themselves. 
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Insight Action Inspiration

Through online learning modules, 
children playfully learn about circular 

economy

At school and at home, children are 
challenged to take circular actions

As natural change agents, children 
visit organizations to inspire them to 

act circular

businesses governments

Kids ask without any hesitation why we don’t 

just implement simple solutions: “We only 

have one world right?”. Children between the 

age of 10 and 12 have a strong moral compass. 

This means they are very aware of what is 

justifiable, and what’s not. That is why they are 

the perfect group to explain what the circular 

economy is and how they can improve the 

world of tomorrow. SpaCE is an action oriented 

educational program which makes sure that 

our leaders in 2050 - children who are now 

10-12 years old - develop a circular mind-

set. Themes such as materials, the sharing 

economy, waste and repairing will be part of 

the program. Within an online environment 

children will learn about all the ins and outs 

of the circular economy through small games, 

clips and photos. Besides that an interactive 

workshop takes place inside the classroom in 

which children get the opportunity to experi-

ment and take action themselves. Afterwards 

it is time for children to act as natural change 

agents and inspire other organisations about 

the circular economy. Through a visit and a 

dialogue session between the kids and organi-

sations, the children will create urgency about 

circular topics outside the classroom as well. 

With SpaCE we want to show that schools can 

be the place to discover what circularity is all 

about, the place where children can learn and 

experiment from a young age with material 

flows and cycles. Children have the creativity, 

imagination and vitality to learn and experi-

ment with the circular economy, and inspire 

others on this topic. The young ones engage 

the older generation towards a circular Spa-

CEship Earth!

Contact information
Willemijn Storimans: 

w.storimans@nationale-denktank.nl

Nine de Planque: 

n.deplanque@nationale-denktank.nl
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CollActive is an independent collective that actively unites citizens. With 
this collective voice we change policies of companies, governments and 

our own behaviour in a circular force for good.

CollActiveCollActive



More than half of the Dutch populations finds 

that the consumer is in part responsible for 

the acceleration of the transition to a circular 

economy, while 62 percent feels they do not 

have power to influence the situation. And this 

while the industry waits for consumers’ circu-

lar demand. So there is a deadlock.

With CollActive we unite citizens and give 

them a joint voice to urge companies, gover-

nments and each other for more circularity. 

For this we will use buycotts, challenges and 

campaigns, like asking shops to visibly offer 

refurbished products. We will only do the acti-

ons if the set target of participants is reached. 

In this way everyone knows they are not alone, 

but act as part of a bigger whole, locally and 

nationally. Our members also receive tips for 

a circular lifestyle and can get in contact with 

each other through a forum. CollActive is 

founded together with CollAction.org, the first 

crowd-acting platform in the world.

In 2030 CollActive has 500.000 members. 

The market is based on co-creation between 

citizens and industry. The collective has local 

hubs and organises gatherings that strengthen 

the community feeling. Our members are 

united and feel the ability to influence industry 

and government. The targeted governments 

and companies react by taking steps towards a 

circular society.

Contact information
Rozanne Henzen:

r.henzen@nationale-denktank.nl

Inge Schrijver:

i.schrijver@nationale-denktank.nl
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Online 
return platform

Online
return platform
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The online return platform enables people to send their broken 
electronic devices and appliances back to their manufacturers, thus 

stimulating the latter to produce  increasingly circular designs. 



At present, devices that are broken, or no lon-

ger in use, often end up in drawers at home or 

in the general waste bin. Only 45% of devices 

and appliances are currently being recycled 

and almost none are refurbished or remanu-

factured. In a circular economy, maintaining 

the value of materials is of utmost importance. 

Therefore it is desirable that broken devices 

find their way back to their original manufac-

turers, who are best able to repair, refurbish 

or remanufacture them resulting in the lowest  

possible loss of material value.

An online return platform provides consumers 

with an easy-to-use website where they can in-

dicate which  old or broken devices they have 

and arranges a pick up from their homes. Thus 

the platform collects the returned devices and 

brings them back to their respective manufac-

turers, making use of the existing infrastruc-

ture of a partnering waste management and 

recycling companies. Initially, the returned 

products will find their way back as recycled 

materials, but once the return logistics are in 

place and volumes grow, it will be increasingly 

interesting for manufacturers to rethink the 

design of their electronic products in order to 

enable a higher level of  re-use from  parts to  

entire products. 

At the moment, manufacturers contribute 

collectively to the recycling efforts necessary 

to process the products that they put on the 

market once these reach the end of their 

life. This financial contribution is expected to 

grow considerably in the coming years, due to 

increasingly strict regulation from the govern-

ment. We suggests basing these contributions 

not only on the weight of the products put on 

market, but also on their level of recyclability, 

i.e. their end of life residual value. This would 

stimulate circular design and production subsi-

dised by those who fail to innovate.

Contact information
Hilde van der Schans:

h.vanderschans@nationale-denktank.nl

Ruben Bieze:

r.bieze@nationale-denktank.nl 

Dominique Langeslag:

d.langeslag@nationale-denktank.nl
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Day of the 
fixer

Day of the 
fixer
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The campaign ‘Day of the Fixer’ gives the repairers of the Netherlands 
the prestige they deserve. This is how we encourage people to repair 

things. To change from a society focused on disposal to a society 
focussed appreciation. The day was first organized on the 16th of 
January and reached over 30 thousand people. The environmental 

organisation Milieu Centraal will organize the day next year.



We want to encourage the Dutch citizens make 

choices in their daily lives that contribute to 

the circular economy. We still have a long way 

to go to arrive at a circular metropolis. For 

this, we do not only need a strong, green van-

guard, but also the large group of people who 

is not interested in sustainability matters.

From the analysis phase it appears that more 

than half of the people don’t know how to act 

in accordance with the circular economy. This 

does not have to be a problem, as long as they 

take the necessary actions.

We now find it normal to separate our waste. 

But to become circular, we need to repair our 

stuff more often instead of throwing it away. 

For this, we have to give the many bicycle 

repairers, shoemakers, handy friends and all 

other types of fixers that give our stuff a new 

give life, the image they deserve. These people 

are the Heroes of the Circular Economy: The 

fixers. To introduce this term and more regard 

in the Dutch society, we introduced the Day 

of the Fixer, on the Wednesday in the middle 

of the week of Circular Economy. On this day 

people are stimulated by a alliance of NGO’s, 

repairshops, offices and other organisations to 

stimulate repairing. The first day was a great 

success, with reaching over 30 thousand peop-

le in the Netherlands through different media, 

and organization events in 5 offices throug-

hout the Netherlands. The organisation Milieu 

Centraal decided to organize the day next year.

Contact information
Kelly Streekstra: 

k.streekstra@nationale-denktank.nl

Fabian Kemps Verhage: 

f.kempsverhage@nationale-denktank.nl  
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Repairer Fixer
Fixer map

“Where is a good 
fixer?”
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Deelgoed are toys that children share via their primary school. 
Parents can donate toys that aren’t being used anymore and children 

can take home a different toy every week. 

DeelgoedDeelgoedDeelgoed



Deelgoed are toys that children share via their 

primary school. Parents can donate toys that 

aren’t being used anymore and children can 

take home a different toy every week.  

 

When we were in primary school, we had a 

very special teddybear called Flip. Each week 

he was staying with a different kid. Actually, he 

is the ultimate example of a successful lease 

model. He was much more fun to play with 

than the other toys we had. And we have a lot 

of toys. During our analysis we found out that 

children on average have 238 pieces of toys, 

while only using 12 (1). Next to that, 93% of 

consumers prefer to possess a product instead 

of leasing it (2), while leasing and sharing are 

important in a circular economy. That’s why we 

want to show children already at a young age 

that it is normal and fun to share, while at the 

same time reducing the number of toys that 

are not being used. 

 

After some iterations, Deelgoed is now a star-

tup that designs sustainable closets that are 

like a podium for second hand products. These 

closets can be used for sharing all kinds of pro-

ducts in all kinds of places, like toys in schools, 

clothes and tools in communities or anything 

else you could think of. 

 

Contact information
Eva Peet:

e.peet@nationale-denktank.nl
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Bou helps local authorities save money on utility and residential 
construction. By including the costs over the entire lifecycle of a 
construction project, the advantages of investing in sustainable, 

healthy and brake-resistant materials are visible.

BouBou



In our cities circular and iconic buildings are 

erected here and there. However remarkable 

they may be, they remain exceptions. For the 

average building project it is very complicated 

and relatively expensive to build circularly. Yet 

the iconic projects do seem to benefit from 

their circular approach in the long term. We 

wondered why these benefits are not always 

exercised. We noticed that the marketplace for 

recycled materials is underdeveloped and that 

the leasing of building components is financi-

ally unattractive. In addition, the parties which 

have to invest in circularity do not receive the 

benefits of sustainability and reuse.

We can overcome these obstacles in construc-

tion by bringing parties together. Especially in 

municipalities, where teams for construction 

and maintenance are strongly separated, there 

is a lot to gain. One department within the 

organization should see how their investment in 

circularity leads to large cost savings in other 

departments. Only then can separate budgets 

be deployed together to ultimately make more 

money together. This applies to savings on 

maintenance and management costs, as well as 

utilizing residual values   of products after usage.

With insight into the costs over the entire life 

cycle, the long-term benefits of circularity 

become visible. The municipality can thus both 

save money and achieve the government’s 

objectives regarding circularity.

Contact information
Bob Peeters:

b.peeters@nationale-denktank.nl

Remko ten Kroode:

r.tenkroode@nationale-denktank.nl
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GoodPoint is a platform that connects the money consumers spend to 
the values they care about. GoodPoint helps to transform every coin 

that you spend, into a contribution to a better world. 

Goodpoint.Goodpoint.



According to our analyses, the retail is 

primarily pointing fingers towards the 

consumers when talking about the transi-

tion towards a circular economy. Since the 

store adapts its products to the consumer’s 

demand. Unfortunately, most consumers feel 

powerless in this transition. Only 38% of the 

Dutch think that they can influence the store 

in choosing for more sustainable products. 

And since the sustainable products are 

often more expensive, consumers feel more 

punished then rewarded for the purchase of 

sustainable goods. 

With GoodPoint, you can tell the supermar-

ket what you really think, and what you think 

is important in the products stores offer you; 

animal wellbeing, combat climate change, 

less plastic or fair trade. Every time you buy 

products in a supermarket, your opinion 

is shared with the store. And when buying 

circular or sustainable  - think of local 

produced, recycled products or refurbished 

products - products with a GoodPoint logo, 

you will receive GoodPoints that can be used 

for reduction on next purchases. In this way, 

you get a better understanding of what the 

better products are, and you will be stimula-

ted to buy the circular products. Moreover, 

store owners receive the data of what their 

clients really want so that they can adapt 

their product variety for a better customer 

loyalty. To this extent, store owners can en-

large their sales in sustainable products with 

higher margins. 

The link between your personal values and 

your loyalty savings card, makes GoodPoint 

a unique savings system. With this, one milli-

on households will be encouraged to purcha-

se circular products in 2030. Your spendings 

can become a vote for a better world. 

Contact information
Céline Heldring:

c.heldring@nationale-denktank.nl 

Oscar Ibsen:

o.ibsen@nationale-denktank.nl 
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GoodPoint is a savings system that communicates the ideals 
of consumers to the store. In return, when buying circular 

products consumers save GoodPoints that can be redeemed 
for a discount.
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WorkCE, the circular toolkit, empowers employers and employees in 
making their behavior at work circular by giving them simple tips and 

tricks. 

WorkCE!



In the circular economy jobs are going to chan-

ge. Some will change completely; a garbage 

collector may in the future be a repairman. Ho-

wever most jobs will largely remain the same. 

All that will change is the behavior at work. 

Double-sided printing, recycling rubbish and 

reusing office supplies are examples of simple 

circular behavior/ actions at work. 

With WorkCE we give organisations the right 

tools to make small adjustments towards beco-

ming circular. We, for example, offer employers 

circular alternatives for their procurement 

policy in the office. With this tool we also show 

them what value these changes have, both fi-

nancially as ecologically (e.g. in materials which 

can be saved). 

Uniting motivated employees in ‘Green Teams” 

allows the ideas generated by employees to be 

heard and implemented. They become ambas-

sadors of circularity in the office. An example of 

this is a platform for sharing products/goods or 

even skills between colleagues; one of your col-

leagues helps you fix your bike, in exchange for 

this you mend her jumper. This not only stimu-

lates circular behavior, it can also strengthen 

collegiality between employees. 

Contact information
Elsemieke Meurs:

e.meurs@nationale-denktank.nl

Hilde van der Schans:

h.vanderschans@nationale-denktank.nl

Eveline Kantor:

e.kantor@nationale-denktank.nl
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Renovative
Renovative offers knowledge and scale on how to act circular in the energy 

transition. Acting collectively is the essence of circularity, which makes the 
transition towards sustainable housing more scalable, more affordable and 

more inclusive.
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We need to stop heating our homes with natu-

ral gas if we want to be fully carbon neutral or 

even carbon positive in 2050. But the challen-

ge is not only to be carbon neutral, it is also 

to be circular in all our resources. If we solely 

focus on carbon in the current transition and 

we don’t start thinking about how to reuse and 

minimize resource utilization we can never 

isolate our homes sustainably. 

The energy transition needs to  be inclusi-

ve and accessible for everybody. In order to 

achieve that Renovative envisions an holistic 

approach with the creation of a collective 

on the neighborhood scale to tackle these 

challenges together. The collective helped by 

Renovative will help and advise on how to be 

circular in an inclusive way. For this effort Re-

novative has developed an approach that will 

check your neighborhood on 4 different scales: 

area, building, installation and product. Each 

scale has its own resource loops and social 

benefits that will require a different approach 

in order to be fully utilized. 

Doing this collectively creates economies of 

scale which makes investing in interesting 

investment opportunity over the housing 

market. Renovative actually creates value, not 

only in terms of resources but also transiti-

on into a sustainable neighborhood for the 

years to come in which multiple other circular 

initiatives can be launched. After all, you can’t 

share alone.

Contact information
Nico Schouten: 

n.schouten@nationale-denktank.nl

Marthe van Gils: 

m.vangils@nationale-denktank.nl

Danny Wagemans: 

d.wagemans@nationale-denktank.nl
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Renovative offers knowledge to act collactive 
and circular in the energy transition of the 

existing housing stock.
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Circular 
Manifesto
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The Dutch government has the objective to be completely circular by 
2050. This is a great opportunity for the Netherlands to become an 

international leader.

Circular 
Manifesto



Although this is the ambition of the Cabinet 

and the government-wide transition agendas, 

the feeling of urgency seems to be limited to 

a small motivated group of policy makers. The 

circular economy is not optimally reflected 

in the actions of our government. That’s why 

we suggest three points that would make The 

Netherlands the international leader that it 

strives to be.

The Circular Binnenhof

The Binnenhof will be renovated from 2020 

onwards. At the moment, circularity has al-

most no place in the renovation plats. Howe-

ver, we believe this is a great opportunity to 

show the national circular exhibitions to all 

(inter)national visitors. Precisely because it is 

a monument, it is an opportunity to show the 

latest circular crafts.

Climate agreement Circular

At this moment, the government is working 

on two transitions: the energy transition and 

the circular transition. These transitions are 

worked at seperately, so that the transitions 

sometimes work against each other. That is 

striking, because if we would take an integra-

ted approach the transitions can reinforce 

each other.

Taxing Raw Materials

If the government really wants to create an 

environment that has the greatest chance of 

making circular innovation beneficial, then the 

biggest opportunity lies in taxing raw materi-

als and pollution, instead of labor.

Contact information
Eveline Kantor: 

e.kantor@nationale-denktank.nl

Ruben Bieze: 

r.bieze@nationale-denktank.nl

Hilde van der Schans: 

h.vanderschans@nationale-denktank.nl
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Theme Partners of National ThinkTank 2018

Municipality of Rotterdam

Municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Goldschmeding Foundation

NVRD

Adessium Foundation

Municipality of Amsterdam

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

HVC


